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ABOUT ADVANCED AFFORDABLE HEARING

Advanced Affordable Hearing offers you the very best value for digital hearing aids. By offering hearing aids direct to you and avoiding excessive additional costs, we are able to dramatically discount our prices over our competitors.

Advanced Affordable Hearing was formed 28 years ago with the intent of providing a high quality, affordable hearing aid solution for the growing number of people with hearing loss. Our desire is to help people combat the common problem of paying thousands of dollars for hearing aids, when it is truly unnecessary. Significant hearing loss can become problematic for adults over the age of 50 when factors such as financial constraints and limited budgets tend to make it more difficult to purchase expensive hearing aids to combat the problem.

Advanced Affordable Hearing understands that hearing loss is treatable and the digital hearing aids we offer are reliable, inexpensive and can improve your quality of life. We feel that you deserve more than to be stuck with an antiquated system and should not have to absorb a life altering financial burden in order to be able to hear better. Therefore, our target market is YOU - the budget-conscious hearing aid buyer in need of a value-based quality solution to help you hear more clearly.

Our affordable, digital hearing aids have a Risk Free - 30 Day Money Back Guarantee and are equipped with advanced features and technology comparable to those which are sold through audiologists - for a fraction of the price. We have helped thousands of satisfied customers address their hearing loss and move forward on their journey to better hearing - while paying 60-85% less than the cost of more expensive hearing aids available on the market today.

With low prices and outstanding customer service, we invite you to see the difference Advanced Affordable Hearing Aids can make in your life!

AdvancedHearing.com  Call: 1 (800) 804-0434  Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com
WHY SHOULD YOU CHOOSE ADVANCED AFFORDABLE HEARING?

Low prices and quality products are certainly important considerations when making a purchase decision, however there are others as well. Here are a few more ways that Advanced Affordable Hearing stands out from the competition.

We Have Helped Thousands of Satisfied Customers

We have shipped hearing aids to all corners of the globe – from the US to Australia to Canada to New Zealand to England and many more in between. The testimonials we receive are a glowing reminder that we are making a difference in many lives.

Risk Free – 30 day Money Back Guarantee

Is the Hearing Aid you received not what you expected? Did it not fit or help you hear better? Whatever the reason, you won’t be stuck with a hearing aid you cannot use or that you do not want. We are proud to offer one of the best return policies in the industry.

Six Month to One Year Warranty

Each Hearing Aid we sell is backed by a rock solid six month or one year manufacturers warranty. If they become defective or stop working, we will fix them or replace them at no cost.

Friendly, Knowledgeable Customer Support Staff

Our customer service team has a passion for helping you make the right choice to treat your hearing loss. Whether you have already made a purchase or you are thinking about buying, our friendly sales and service staff is only a phone call or email away.

We Are More Than Just Hearing Aids

In addition to our digital hearing aids, we also offer hearing aid accessories such as tubes, domes, batteries and more for many other manufacturers hearing aids as well, including – Phonak, Unitron, ReSound, Rexton, MD Hearing, Hansaton and more.

Better Business Bureau A+ Rating

Advanced Affordable Hearing has made a commitment to uphold the Standards of BBB Accreditation which include creating and maintaining customer trust, advertising honestly, being transparent, honoring the promises we make, safeguarding privacy and conducting our business with integrity. We have attained an A+ BBB rating and strive to ensure that we maintain our reputation as a company that you would like to do business with.
DO YOU HAVE HEARING LOSS?

MARK (Y) OR (N) NO

☐ Do you experience ringing or noises in your ears?
☐ Do you hear better with one ear than with the other?
☐ Have any of your relatives (by birth) had a hearing loss?
☐ Have you had any significant noise exposure at work, during recreation or in military service?
☐ Do you find it difficult to follow a conversation in a noisy restaurant or crowded room?
☐ Do you sometimes feel that people are mumbling or not speaking clearly?
☐ Do you experience difficulty following dialogue in the theater?
☐ Do you sometimes find it difficult to understand a speaker at a public meeting or a religious service?
☐ Do you find yourself asking people to speak up or repeat themselves?
☐ Do you find men’s voices easier to understand than women’s?
☐ Do you experience difficulty understanding soft or whispered speech?
☐ Do you sometimes have difficulty understanding speech on the telephone?
☐ Does a hearing problem cause you to feel embarrassed when meeting new people?
☐ Do you feel handicapped by a hearing problem?
☐ Does your hearing cause you to visit friends, relatives, or neighbors less often than you would like?
☐ Does a hearing problem cause you to talk to family members less often than you would like?
☐ Does a hearing problem cause you to feel depressed?

RESULTS:

If you answered (Y) YES to any of the questions: You may have a hearing problem.
If you answered (Y) YES to several of the questions: A hearing check should be necessary.
If you answered (Y) YES to any of these questions, a hearing aid may be a good fit for you.
In any case, you should have an audiologist check your hearing.
Hearing aids are a massive business. Think **Billions of Dollars** every year. With that much on the line, there are many parts of the business that you may not be aware of. The point of showing this to you is to open your mind as to what type of hearing aid you may really need and if this type of hearing aid is really for you.

Advanced Affordable Hearing offers hearing aids that give you high value for a low cost. We give you a 30 day money back guarantee, a repair policy, and we want to help you hear clearly again. We hope this information opens your eyes as to what you may be buying into and hope you will give us a chance.

---

1. **Not everyone needs a top of the line hearing aid**
   The big hearing aid companies want to make you believe you are going to need a hearing aid that costs you the same as a car! Everyone definitely doesn’t need to spend $5,000+ on an aid.

2. **The Advertising costs of selling a hearing aid is what makes the cost so high to sellers**
   The first step in the marketing process of a hearing aid being sold to you the consumer is the manufacturer producing the hearing aid itself. The top hearing aid companies flood money into their research and development departments to give their products a competitive edge over the competition. We’re not talking about a few thousand dollars here; we’re talking millions of dollars. In order to compensate this, hearing aid companies charge their distributors very high amounts to sell the aids and those prices get passed onto you, the consumer.
Local Dealers have high overhead costs which increase the price of the hearing aid. You are paying $1,000 - $2,000 just because of a brick and mortar location.

After the hearing aid company sells the hearing aids, the local dealers that sell them have to make money also. Consider this: local dealers have to get certain certifications and many have professional degrees. On top of the expenses of school, local dealers also have to pay for the investment in a brick and mortar business location. On top of that, the norm for local dealers have been to offer “service plans” to give you a lifetime amount of service on your aid for upwards of $1,000 per plan which is added onto your hearing aid cost. Plus, with employees, advertising costs, insurance, etc., you can see how this starts to dramatically increase the cost of the aids for you.

Many of the features of the hearing aid are unnecessary for the average person. Because of the high R&D costs that go into the hearing aid, many times the features don’t justify the cost of the aid. Many of the features are there just to give the consumer a “wow factor” with no true benefit to the actual hearing part of the aid. If you are purchasing a hearing aid in order to hear better, then that’s exactly what you need in a hearing aid. Here at Advanced Affordable Hearing, we offer hearing aids at extremely competitive prices that give you the main feature you need: better hearing.

You can hear perfectly and be covered completely if you get a budget hearing aid. Many times people make the assumption that because our hearing aids are so low in cost that for some reason they must be less value. This can’t be further from the truth. We offer hearing aids at an extremely competitive price while still offering customers maximum value. We believe you can’t afford not to give our hearing aids a try because you will save significant amounts of money with us. We have hearing aids for all levels of hearing loss and all are available from us for exceptional prices.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why Are Your Hearing Aids So Much Lower In Cost Thank Other Brands?
We are cheaper than the competition because we simply don’t put in many of the unnecessary features that are found in higher priced aids. You may not need to have so many features to justify a high cost and Advanced Affordable Hearing believes you need to try us out before you potentially waste too much money. Your hearing aid purchase is always protected by a 30 day money back guarantee.

Why Is A Local Dealer So Expensive?
If you have done any research into attempting to get a hearing aid at a local office, then it makes sense why you are reading this now. Local offices charge upwards of $6,000+ for a pair of hearing aids because they have many expenses that need to be covered at the expense of the consumer. First, consider the research money that was poured into developing the hearing aid, the cost of the local dealer paying for their education degree, the limited amount of consumers that walk into the location, or the expense of running a brick and mortar business. Advanced Affordable Hearing can give you the best discount because we have a large customer base through the internet in order to cover all costs of our hearing professionals and our business. If you are looking for a hearing aid that will cover your basic needs without breaking the bank, then this is the option for you.

When Will My Order Be Shipped? And What Is The Return Policy?
Most orders will be shipped within 1 - 3 business days. Our normal business days are Monday - Friday, excluding holidays. We offer a full 30-day money-back guarantee (a few items are not refundable and are identified as such in their description).

Have People Been Successful In Helping Their Hearing With These Aids?
Absolutely! We have sold thousands of our hearing aids to people across the globe. Advanced Affordable Hearing has saved people millions of dollars.

How Do I Know Which One To Get?
Advanced Affordable Hearing sells a wide variety of hearing aids that will allow you to get the best bang for your buck, no matter what type of loss you have. Please look through our guide to help you choose which hearing aid is best.

But Hearing Aids Online Have Price Tags Of More Than $2,000... What Gives?
These aids come with a lot of extra features that most people who have hearing loss may not need. Also, many companies have extra costly advertising and expenses.
Will They Last?
They sure will! All of Advanced Affordable’s hearing aids come with brand new electronics to ensure long time use. Each hearing aid comes with a repair warranty to ensure if anything breaks, you are covered.

What Happens If I Don’t Like It?
If you don’t like your hearing aid, then you can return it within 30 days and we will either refund your money or assist you to find a hearing aid that will work better for you. It’s our job to make this as risk free as possible for you. We want you to have the best hearing aid possible.

What Can You Tell Me About Your Company?
To put it simply, we understand hearing aids. We have been doing this for 20+ years and within our office headquarters, we have more than 100+ years combined experience in the hearing aid industry. If you have any questions for us, feel free to give us a call Monday - Friday and talk with a customer service representative, or send us an email and we will get back to you ASAP. It’s our job to make sure that you can hear well.

What If I Have Questions?
Any questions at all or anything you need help on, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We’re here to help you and want you to find the best possible hearing aid, and be satisfied just like the thousands of our other customers. Call us or email us for anything you need assistance on!

Do You Have Questions?
VISIT: AdvancedHearing.com
CALL: 1.800.804.0434
EMAIL: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com
How We HEAR

1. Sound waves enter your outer ear and travel to your eardrum.

2. Your eardrum vibrates with the incoming sound and sends the vibrations to 3 tiny bones in your middle ear.

3. The bones in your middle ear amplify the sound vibrations and send them to your inner ear, or cochlea. The sound vibrations activate tiny hair cells in the inner ear, which in turn release neurochemical messengers.

4. Your auditory nerve carries this electrical signal to the brain, which translates it into sounds you can understand.
What Causes Hearing Loss?

#1 Leading Factor: Loud Noise
#2 Leading Factor: Aging
Head trauma
Virus or disease
Autoimmune inner ear disease
Hearing loss that runs in the family
Malformation of the inner ear
Meniere’s Disease
Tumors
Otosclerosis – a condition that affects the bones of the middle ear

Studies Show Hearing Aids May Help Prevent Dementia

A study by Dr. Frank Lin at John Hopkins University, found that adults with hearing loss are significantly more likely to develop dementia and at a faster rate. Fortunately, the use of hearing aids is an effective way to treat hearing loss and may help you maintain healthy mental activity.

More Info At: www.advancedhearing.com/articles/hearing-loss-and-dementia
AUDIOGRAMS (or hearing tests) can be a bit confusing at first. You have a chart with Frequency along the top and Loudness down the side. You have a series of dots and lines across the graph. Occasionally there will be notes written across the page. What does it all mean? To help clarify some of the confusion we have created the following image to assist you.

**Frequency:** Refers to the frequency in which a sound is made. As we age the upper range of the frequency deteriorates. Often a high frequency loss will show a downward slope from left to right.

**Loudness:** Refers to the actual volume of sound that a person can hear at a given frequency. This is measured by the downward or horizontal lines on the graph. The lower on the graph, the more volume is needed to hear at that frequency.

**Conversation:** Conversation generally falls in the shape of a speech banana. Depending on where your hearing loss falls you can either have a hard time hearing vowels on the lower frequencies or consonants on the upper frequency (or both).

**Color Code:** On the graph below we have shaded the approximate zones of various hearing loss levels. You can print out our audiogram and copy across your information to give yourself a more clear idea of your personal hearing loss.
High Frequency Loss

High frequency loss is the most common type of hearing loss. All of our FDA registered hearing aids have been designed to help with varying degrees of high frequency loss.

Noticeable to Significant

Noticeable-Significant losses are recognized by feeling all sounds are dimmer than they used to be. Those dealing with this type of hearing impairment listen to the TV or radio at higher volume than others do, finding that it is relaxing to have sounds turned up enough so they aren’t straining to hear. You might be dealing with this loss if...

- You have difficulty hearing women and children’s voices
- You have trouble following a conversation when two or more people are talking at the same time
- You have trouble understanding a speaker in a large room, such as a meeting place or place of worship
- You have trouble understanding conversation in a crowded room or restaurant
- You have difficulty hearing the TV
- You worry about missing the doorbell or phone ringing
- You sometimes miss words and need help “filling in the gaps”
- You get confused about where sounds come from
- You have difficulty understanding when someone is talking to you from another room

Recommendation

HCDR Hearing Aid

HC206 Hearing Aid

HCX Hearing Aid

HCCiC Hearing Aid

HC12 Hearing Aid

HCRC Rechargeable Hearing Aid
CHOOSING THE RIGHT HEARING AID

Significant to Severe
People with Moderate-Significant loss understand they have hearing loss which interferes with normal day to day activities. Open fit hearing aids with modern technology are well suited to deal with Moderate-Significant hearing losses. You might be dealing with this loss if...

- You have trouble understanding someone, even in a quiet room, without looking directly at them
- People get frustrated with you because you misunderstand what they are saying
- Others have to raise their voice or repeat themselves for you to understand
- It is difficult to use the telephone
- Crowded situations make it extremely difficult to hear without hearing aids

Severe to Profound
People suffering from Significant-Severe losses have fewer choices in hearing aids. A good physical fit is critical. Hearing aids must fit very tight to hold the sound in the ear canal but not so tight it makes the ear or ear canal sore. Traditional BTEs are the products that work best and give the least amount of trouble. You might be dealing with this loss if...

- You have trouble noticing when a person is talking if you are not looking at them
- You miss most conversations when not wearing hearing aids
- Others have to raise their voices substantially in order for you to hear them
- You struggle to or cannot talk on the telephone

Recommendation

HCDR Hearing Aid
HCZ1 Hearing Aid
HCX Hearing Aid
HC63 Hearing Aid

For The Most Current Prices:
AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
HCDR – HEARING AID

HCDR Hearing Aid

For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

Hearing Loss Level: Noticeable to Severe

KEY FEATURES
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
6 Month Repair Warranty
› Adaptive Directional Microphones
› Frequency Shaper
› Noise Reduction
› Volume Control Wheel
› Program Button Includes 4 Programs
› Feedback Canceller
› Low Battery Warning
› Long Lasting Batteries
› Small And Discreet
› Nearly-Invisible Thin Tube
› Comfortable To Wear All Day

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
› Batteries: Size 13
› Peak OSPL90 (dB SPL) 119 dB
› HFA OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 110 dB
› Peak Gain(dB) 44 dB
› HFA full on Gain (dB) 34 dB
› Total Harmonic Distort @ 500 Hz 4%
› EQ Input Noise (dB) 30
› Battery Current (mA) 1.0
› Frequency Range 300-5500

THE HCDR DIGITAL HEARING AID
If you have noticeable to severe hearing loss, this hearing aid is perfect for you!

By utilizing directional microphone technology, the HearClear DR (HCDR) digital hearing aid improves your ability to hear speech more clearly in noisy situations than with normal hearing aids.

This hearing aid is the perfect mix of high tech affordability and functionality. With a comfortable, Behind-The-Ear design and compact size the HCDR is discrete enough to wear all day.

Directional Hearing
Adaptive directional microphone technology helps you to hear conversations better in noisy places by working to make the voices in front of you, that you want to hear, louder and clearer than the background noises behind you. This happens because the onboard chip makes adjustments to amplify the sounds in front of you, while reducing background noise that comes from behind you. The result is a better hearing experience than using normal hearing aids.
THE HCX DIGITAL HEARING AID

If you have a noticeable to severe hearing loss or high frequency loss, this hearing aid is perfect for you! If you are looking for our best hearing aid, look no further. The popular HCX has all the important features you need to hear clearly without the unnecessary bells and whistles that just add to the cost. You can experience the same digital technology used in far more expensive hearing aids for under $300 (when purchased in a pair). This extremely discreet hearing aid is comfortable enough to wear all day.

It comes with a nearly-invisible thin tube that connects you to 12 bands of frequency shaping, & comes with 10 bands of layered noise reduction, which helps to emphasize voices, while balancing out background noise. The HCX digital sound processing chip provides crystal clear sound and makes speech easier to understand without feedback, and comes with a helpful low battery warning. Combine this technology with a small case and soft medical-grade tip, and you will experience remarkably comfortable hearing.

The HCX comes with three user changeable memories:
- Normal Everyday
- Noise Reduction
- Significant Noise Reduction

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- Batteries: Size 13
- Peak OSPL90 (dB SPL) 120 dB
- HFA OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 110 db
- Peak Gain(dB) 45 db
- HFA full on Gain (dB) 30 dB
- Total Harmonic Distort @ 500 Hz 3%
- EQ Input Noise (dB) 25
- Battery Current (mA) 1.0
- Frequency Range 200-5500
HC12 - DIGITAL HEARING AID

For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

THE HC12 DIGITAL HEARING AID

If you have noticeable to severe high frequency loss hearing loss this hearing aid is perfect for you! The HC12 is an affordable, premium-quality, digital hearing aid that comes packed with features!

It comes with an easy-to-adjust full range volume control wheel. This trim/volume allows you to adjust your hearing aids to your hearing loss. The HC12 also allows you to have the ability to adjust high frequency trim.

This small, discreet, Behind-The-Ear Design is comfortable enough to wear all day! With an almost invisible slim tube style, this small behind the ear hearing aid will help you hear clearly at an economical price! The HC12 is also extremely lightweight, so you won’t even notice them! Works with most hearing losses from mild to significant.

HC12 - DIGITAL HEARING AID

Save When You Buy A Pair!
HCRC – RECHARGEABLE HEARING AID

For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

Hearing Loss Level: Noticeable to Significant

THE HCRC RECHARGEABLE HEARING AID

If you have a noticeable to significant high frequency hearing loss and need help filling the gaps, this hearing aid is perfect for you!

Rechargeable is now affordable! Attractive and Eco-Friendly, the HCRC rechargeable hearing aid is an excellent choice if you are able to understand conversation in most situations, but have a more difficult time with soft speakers and noisy environments. For noticeable to significant or high frequency hearing loss, the HCRC combines natural sound with value and convenience, making it a life saver for those who value clarity and intelligent design.

The Universal Micro-USB charging port gives 16 hours of use with only 2 hours of charge time, completely eliminating the need for replacement batteries, while the ON/OFF button allows the user to completely shut down the hearing aid to save battery life.

Included in the box are the charger, thin tubing best for helping the higher range of frequency, and a variety of tips to find the perfect size for your comfort. Effective, convenient, and easy to use; the HCRC is ideal if you need a “boost”, and appreciate the convenience of today’s modern technology.

KEY FEATURES
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
6 Month Repair Warranty
» Digital BTE Hearing Aid
» Comfortable Behind-The-Ear Design
» Rocker VC
» Full Range Volume Control
» Can Be Fit With Custom Earmold
» Dynamic Contrast Compression
» Low Battery Warning
» Adaptive Feedback Cancellation
» Memory Switch

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» Charge provides 16 hours use
» Peak OSPL90 (dB SPL) 131 dB
» HFA OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 122 db
» Peak Gain(db) 45 db
» HFA full on Gain (db) 35 db
» Total Harmonic Distort @ 500 Hz 5%
» EQ Input Noise (dB) 28
» Frequency Range 300-6200

Save When You Buy A Pair!
**For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:**
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

**THE HC206 DIGITAL HEARING AID**

If you have a noticeable to severe hearing loss or high frequency loss, this hearing aid is perfect for you! The HC206 is designed specifically for the budget conscious buyer looking for the ultimate value in conjunction with a great digital BTE hearing aid. This is also a PERFECT choice for those looking for an inexpensive back-up hearing aid to supplement their current hearing aid set.

The HC206 has an optimized DSP and is one of our best selling hearing aids! This is a true digital hearing aid with noise cancellation as well as an easy to use rocker switch. The rocker control offers both volume and program resume at the touch of a finger.

The HC206 has proven time after time, that it is a reliable and well made hearing aid. You cannot go wrong with the HC206!

The HC206 comes with two user changeable memories:

- Normal Everyday
- Noise Reduction
For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

**HC63 - DIGITAL HEARING AID**

**HC63 Hearing Aid**

**KEY FEATURES**

- 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
- 6 Month Repair Warranty
  - Economic Super-Power BTE Hearing Aid
  - Full Range Volume Control Wheel
  - On-board digital sound processor
  - 10 Bands of Noise Reduction
  - 12 Bands of Frequency Shaping
  - Low Battery Warning
  - H trimmer alters the amount of high frequency and feedback reduction
  - P trimmer adjusts the amount of output sound

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

- Long Lasting Batteries: Size 675
- Peak OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 135 dB
- HFA OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 130 dB
- HFA full on Gain (dB) 64 dB
- Total Harmonic Distort @ 500 Hz 3%
- EQ Input Noise (dB) 30
- Battery Current (mA) 1.5
- Frequency Range 200-4000

Save When You Buy A Pair!

**THE HC63 DIGITAL HEARING AID**

If you have severe to profound hearing loss or high frequency loss, this hearing aid is perfect for you! The HC63 hearing aid is what we consider to be a Super Power Behind-The-Ear hearing aid.

It comes with an easy-to-adjust full range volume control wheel. Includes an on-board digital sound processor with 12 bands of frequency shaping and 10 bands of noise reduction, that offers precise amplification of softer sounds and human voice, while dampening loud background noise.

The HC63 also includes 3 pre-programmed listening environments, making for clear hearing in any environment. Not only does it come with all these great features, it also comes with a low battery warning so you are never caught by surprise!

The HC63 comes with three user changeable memories:

- Normal Everyday
- Noise Reduction
- Significant Noise Reduction
**HCZ1 Hearing Aid**

---

**For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:**
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

---

**KEY FEATURES**

- **30 Day Money Back Guarantee**
- **6 Month Repair Warranty**
  - Digital Processor For the Best Overall Quality of Sound
  - Comfortable Behind-The-Ear Design
  - Full Range Volume Control Wheel
  - Memory Switch
  - H trimmer alters the amount of high frequency and feedback reduction
  - P trimmer adjusts the amount of output sound
  - Long Lasting Batteries

---

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

- Batteries: Size 13
- Peak OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 130 dB
- HFA OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 123 dB
- Peak Gain (dB) 58 dB
- HFA full on Gain (dB) 48 dB
- Total Harmonic Distort @ 500 Hz 3%
- EQ Input Noise (dB) 27
- Battery Current (mA) 1.0
- Frequency Range 200-5500

---

**THE HCZ1 DIGITAL HEARING AID**

If you have a significant to severe hearing loss or high frequency loss, this hearing aid is perfect for you! The HCZ1 is inexpensive and simple to use, and offers great features for such a small device!

The HCZ1 offers an easy way to change the volume settings with the volume control wheel. It has 2 trimpot controls, to allow you to adjust high frequencies and the amount of output sound. It also comes with a memory switch, which allows you to adjust the amount of noise reduction. The HCZ1 is the perfect combination of great value and powerful features!

The HCZ1 comes with four user changeable memories:

- Normal Everyday
- Noise Reduction
- Significant Noise Reduction
- Feedback Reduction for Phone Use

---

**Save When You Buy A Pair!**
For The Most Updated Affordable Prices:
Visit Website: AdvancedHearing.com
Call: 1 (800) 804-0434
Email: support@advancedaffordablehearing.com

Hearing Loss Level: Noticeable to Significant

KEY FEATURES
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
6 Month Repair Warranty
» Comfortable CIC Design
» Tiny And Adjustable
» Noise Reduction
» 4 Incremental Volume Settings
» Low Battery Warning
» Long Lasting Batteries

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
» Batteries: Size 10
» Peak OSPL90 (dB SPL) 115 dB
» HFA OSPL 90 (dB SPL) 110 dB
» Peak Gain(dB) 40 dB
» HFA full on Gain (dB) 30 dB
» Total Harmonic Distort @ 500 Hz 2%
» EQ Input Noise (dB) 28
» Battery Current (mA) 1.0
» Frequency Range 200-5500

THE HCCIC DIGITAL HEARING AID
If you have noticeable to significant hearing loss, this hearing aid is perfect for you!

The HCCIC is a tiny and discreet low-priced CIC digital hearing aid, which provides you a clear digitally processed sound. The HCCIC uses digital noise reduction technology, which will enhance speech understanding in conversations. With the HCCIC, it is simple to change the volume just cup your hand over your ear! The HCCIC also comes with a Low Battery Warning so you will never be caught unprepared. The Power-on Delay feature will allow you plenty of time to adjust the HCCIC, so you get the best possible sound quality.

Save When You Buy A Pair!